PLAY BY SOCIETIES AT COMMENCEMENT

EXHIBITION OF LITERARY ACTIVITIES AND SHORT PLAY WILL BE GIVEN TUESDAY NIGHT.

Program of Literary Societies Will Take Prominent Place In Week's Entertainment—Honorable John Campbell May Be Speaker.

This year a short play, somewhat like the sketches given by the public reading classes last week, will be the chief feature of the entertainment given by the societies. Under the new plan, the group entertainments will be shorter, and the programs will be made more evident part of the evening's entertainment.

Program is in charge of a committee composed of one member from each of the six societies. Selection is under Louis L. Brainerd, Irving Inscription by Herbert D. Ewens, Philomathes by Leoa Chas. Read, Diplomates by Miss Chiles Read, Favorite by Miss John Al- ley, and Octavus Thobe by Miss Septimus Read. The program committee meets again today to further plan for the program, and these facts will be available soon.

Mr. Read and Miss Chiles assist the committee on publicity; Mr. Brainerd and Miss Keller that on literary. This week the committee meets again to discuss the programs for the week.

An invitation has been received from the University of Wisconsin requesting that a delegate be sent to represent the Iowa University women at a conference at the university of the western middle west. The questions concerning a delicate task reached the girls. The vice-secretary of the four classes has called meetings for Tuesday afternoon at 4:30 to discuss this matter. The expenses for a delegate have already been provided, in case such be needed.

All universities of the middle west—Wisconsin, South Dakota, Iowa, Indiana, Missouri, Michigan, Minnesota, Chicago, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Northwestern, and Washington—have invited the committee on publicity, Mr. Campbell, of Denver, for many years, until only a residue of people attended, and the meetings have been set for April 9th, 10th, 11th. Under the new plan, the group entertainment will be shortened, and the programs will be made more evident part of the evening's entertainments.
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SQUAD HAS CHANCE FOR PLACE IN MEETS BUT MORE MEN STILL NEEDED FOR WORK


The prospects for a strong Iowa track team next season is considered high by the appearance of Chase. Chase is one of the best hurdlers that Iowa has ever produced. He is apt to be slightly better than 16 over the highhurts.

Pursued to his old time ability by his good work in the 440 in the Chicago indoor meet. He will also be a valuable man in the relay.

Neither remarkable jump in the Chicago indoor meet placing him among the best high jumpers in the country. In the present Shirley's stellar work with De Freece enables of clearing ten feet or better should assure Iowa of first and second place in this event in most meets.

Frank is sprinting in rounds straight form and gives promise of being one of the best in the state. Signs of Mather Hutt, Cook, Jones, and Hob- bie are the men that have this fast measured for the distances.

Capt. trend to practically the only man in the weight events. As the hammer event is barred from most of the meets, Stecena's time will remain to be with the shot and discus. Bar- nes, Gabielsken, Richland and Halb are working hard with the weight. Shrader, Cook and Freeman are the only men that have reported for this broad jump.

If Haufler turns out for the high jump, this event will be strengthened, ed Iowa will then have in Shrader and Haufler, two men that are capable of doing great work in this event.

Several old stars are out and will with the possibility of the future, rounding into shape the chances for a championship team are better than they have been for years.

The entire outlook for a champi- onship team now rests with the new men, as to whether the younger men are to be strengthened.

The following freshmen are out- side, Hanford, Dole, Marley, Mortoon, Patternson, Werten, Giff- andon, McCready, Wukman, and Adamson.

They ought to be 150 men out for the track this coming week. With the Drake relays but two weeks away, the prospects for a strong half mile relay are doubtfully doubtful.

A winning team can not decently open the season alone, seconds and thirds are equally an essential. Many teams have lost a championship because there were no second and third point winners.

Get the script: "I will for Iowa."

The big make possible, but, in a track seat, that Iowa may be restored to her rightful position in track athletics.

Boil college representatives Harold H. Wada took first place in the Wisconsin state 400 yard run, March 14.
PERSONALS

Miss Emma Schoellerman has been selected to the position of in-structress in German at the Montezuma, Montezuma, high school at a salary of $250.00 per year.

Harry Welsh, ex-L. A. '12, and one of Iowa's best athletes was visiting friends here the latter part of the week, and on Sunday is expected leaving school next fall.

President Homer L. Seerley and wife of the State Teachers Colle-

age yesterday in the city. While

here, they were guests at the Phi Phi house. President Seerley is in

absence of the local chapter, having graduated from the university in 1913.

Miss Florence Bronnell of Ohio university now has a compu-

l-system of sanitary French Dry and Full Wilton will call
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